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Dear Ebony,
With the introduction of tax reform, you may be looking at your finances and wondering
how you can continue to be charitable. This newsletter edition discusses some tax-smart
ways to give in 2018.
We are currently updating the AMCP Foundation planned giving site to reflect the 2018
tax law changes. This includes the new income tax brackets, the increase to the
standard deductions, estate tax reform and a change to the adjusted gross income limit
on cash contributions. Please contact us with any questions and to discuss how your gift
can help our mission.
Tax reform does not change the vital importance of your work, and our mission. You are
increasing patient access to affordable medicines, improving health outcomes and
ensuring the wise use of health care dollars.
Thank you for your trust in our organization,
Paula, Ebony and the AMCP Foundation team
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Best Charitable Gifts to Make in
2018
Tax reform is here, and many donors are
wondering about the implications for their
personal philanthropy. Here are some taxsmart ways to give in 2018.
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Why Giving Just Feels Good
Many AMCP Foundation supporters tell us
that giving makes them feel good. But why
is that? Learn how giving affects your brain.
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Inspire a Lifetime of Giving
Foster a giving mindset by serving as a
charitable role model for others.
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